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There is no such thing as a ‘typical’ learner. We all learn differently, so greater flexibility in teaching and 
learning benefits all learners. Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is the design of materials, methods and 
assessment to serve all students to the greatest extent possible.  
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT 

People differ in the ways they are engaged or motivated to 
learn. Some learners are motivated by novelty while others 
are frightened by it. Some learners like working alone, 
while others prefer to work with their peers. It is important 
to anticipate different preferences and plan accordingly. 

• Make relevance clear by (i) emphasising content/skill 
value, (ii) showing potential applications; (iii) inviting 
personal sharing and (iv) use imagery and language that 
reflects learner diversity.  

• Provide scaffolding such as exemplars, learner support 
tools, and tips on skills and strategies. 

• Promote self-regulation by (i) encouraging learners to 
plan their work by breaking larger goals into smaller 
steps; (ii) having discussions about ways to achieve the 
course requirements, available study support and tools 
and (iii) promoting collaboration and peer support by 
facilitating group work, online collaboration and 
discussion forums. 

• Provide timely, relevant and constructive feedback.   

See this Quick Guide https://bit.ly/MQfeedbackideas   

UNIT SITE DESIGN 
Accessibility in the design unit web pages includes:  
• Content is structured using headings to allow screen 

reader navigation. 
• Images that convey meaning are accompanied by 

'alternative text' descriptions (purely decorative images 
should use empty quotes e.g. alt=""). 

• Video and audio recordings include transcripts wherever 
possible. 

• Colours used in the design have sufficient contrast 
between text and background. 

• Hyperlinks use meaningful labels (avoid "click here").  

Explore more about accessibility in UDL 
https://bit.ly/accessibilityUDL 

LEARNING MATERIAL 

We also differ in the ways we perceive, process, and 
comprehend information. Many of us have a limit on the 
amount of text we can process. Students with different 
language backgrounds or hearing difficulties might 
struggle processing audio content. They may learn better 
from text or images, such as infographics. 

Multiple input options: 
• Provide information in more than one format (text, video, 

audio, infographic) to ensure essential auditory and 
visual information is accessible (use captions, transcripts 
and alternative text descriptions). 

• Use analogies, metaphors and practical examples to 
explain new information. 

• Give students an opportunity to create or collaborate on 
creating alternative media, such as a glossary tool or 
infographics. This will improve student engagement with 
content and such outputs are reusable across sessions. 

Reduce cognitive load: 
• Chunk learning into smaller parts. 
• Reduce and remove unnecessary distractions and detail. 
• Use Plain English. 
• Highlight critical learning elements ('must know' versus 

'nice to know'). 

Guide Learning: 
• Connect learning with background knowledge by linking 

to relevant prior knowledge and experience using visual 
imagery, mind maps and concept anchoring. 

• Embed support within the content using notations, 
hyperlinks, linked glossaries and highlighted key words. 

• Provide preparatory learning activities or PowerPoint 
slides before each class. 

• Explain and clarify unfamiliar vocabulary, formulas and 
symbols by providing glossaries, definitions of symbols 
and explanations of visuals, graphics or maps. 

ASSESSMENT OPTIONS  

People differ in the ways they can best demonstrate what 
they know and can do. Some students have anxiety about 
written or public speaking and do better when given an 
opportunity to demonstrate their learning in other ways. 

• Provide differentiated models of assessment – that is 
assessments that allow students to demonstrate the same 
learning outcomes using different approaches.  
E.g.1: a private Viva Voce instead of a written exam in an 
exam hall.  
E.g.2: submission of multimedia for communication and 
demonstration instead of text or speech. This could be an 
illustration, design, film, music, visual art, performance, 
or audio recording. 

TRY THE ‘PLUS ONE’ APPROACH 
Try adding one more option for engagement, content delivery and 
assessment this semester. See https://bit.ly/UDLplus1 

Explore this topic further … 

UDL examples: https://udlguidelines.cast.org/. 
Self paced online module (90-120 min) on UDL in Higher 
Education, including examples, videos and detailed information on 
tools and technologies, and an easy-to-implement ‘Plus One” 
approach. See https://bit.ly/MQUDL  
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